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Introduction

This paper reports on part of a longitudinal study of labor relations in

a suburban school system. The larger study deals with how Lhe labor relations

system of the school changes over a period of organizational and political

turmoil in the district, and how the labor relations process affects the overall

governance of the school. The larger study is incomplete and would be too long

to deal with adequately here. So instead this paper focuses on one limited, but

important aspect of the school operation: the relationship between the school
4board and superintendent. By shoiwng how labor relations fits into that link,

we will describe some tentative hypotheses about important effects. Those

hypotheses will then be available for testing further in the larger research and

elsewhere.

Our main attention is on neither labor relations nor governance per se,

but on the interaction between the two. There has been considerable attention

to how labor relations works, in schools and elsewhere.1 Some of these works

have dealt with the impacts of labor relations on some part of administration

and governance. A series of studies have examined impacts on salaries and other

aspects of resource allocation. 2 Others have examined specific aspects of the

administrative process of the schools. 3 But these studies have not dealt adequately

with the question of how the style and process of governance affects labor

relations, or how labor relations fits into the political structure of school

governance. In short, the interaction works Loth wavs and that proposition is

the basis for the findings reported here.

The concept of a two-way interaction is well established in the basic vie
of the labor relations process. Walton and NeKersic describe the importance of

intraorganiational bargaining in both labor and management!' From our perspective,

intraorganiatioual baraining on th priqjili side is key to the governance

process. The way maucement mAkes decisions and builds consensus affect's its



position at the table; the conduct of bargaining affects the way decisions are

made. Dunlop's concept of a "web of rules" as the context of labor relations

clearly indicates that the rules are part of the management system and affect

both parties concerned.5 Management viewed as coordinator of bargains, in

Chamberlaim and Cullen's work, points out the connection as well.6 The quality

of bargains struck by the management side in other arenas deterlines the amount,

of ma-Ieuvering room in labor negotiations. And the nature of the labor bargain

determines the maneuvering room in the rest of the management process. All of

these perspectives strongly indicate that we should look within both the labor

relations system and the management process to find the best understanding of

either.

Because most of the schools are public, another dimension of the governance,

bargaining relation is added: multilateral bargaining. Observations in several

public employment situations have found indications of labor unions attempting,

at times successfully, to es ;:lish bargaining links with both management and

a superordinate government body (such as a city council or state 1egislature).7

The equivalent in the school situation would be the teachers bargaining with

both a negotiating team from administration and directly with the school board.

In such a situation the union has the opportunity to play one side agairst the

other to generally weaken the management side and achieve better outcomes at the

table. But the consequences can go beyond the bargaining process to affect the

rela-ionships between board and administration in general. And conversely, rhe

quality 'f the relationship between the board and administration would be

expected to determine in part the opportunities for multilateral bargaining.

As soon as bargaininc; becocaes a multiparty process, the oppnrtunity for coalition

formAtion arises. This further complicates the overall fattern of relationshiDs

an:1 raises the possibility of new r,overnance pattorns. 8

Studies of school p,overnahce zind pol it. ics h.lve i;enc.ra I Jy given relativ,ly
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'little attention to the place of labor relations. 'Some exceptions have come

out of the severe confli'Cts in New York City in the late 60's and early 70's.9

Others have given direct attention to labor relations as a result of concern

specifically for the teacher's role in school governance, 10 or for the legal

aspects of labor relations.11 But the primary topics of attention have been

the relationships between board of education, administration, and community

(with some attention to state and federal relations). Since these three main

components of the governance process are central to intraorganizational

bargaining on the management side, they are a useful point of departure for

this study. We use the board-superintendent-community relationship as a source

of the questions which guide the inquiry.

Approach to the Study

The first set of questions arise from the board-superintendent link. There

is some dispute as to which is the dominant actor in the system. Ziegler and

Jennings work supports the board as dominant. But others such as Iannaccone

and Lutz see the board as selecting a superintendent which fits their objectives,

but allowing the superintendent considerable operating discretion which eventually

leads to superintendent dominance. 12 Labor relations provides a mechanism,

especially through bargaining structuresto change the relationships between

the superintendent and the board members. This is one key area of the inquiry.

The board's links to superintendent and community are also related to its

owm orientation. A number of elements of orientation deserve specific attention:

1. how the board members view their individual roles; as representatives

of n specific constituency, as free agents or trustees, ny as political

compromisers.

2. how the bo:/rd members vie the division belween policy making, and

administration, and professional control.
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3. overall pattern or style of decision making of the board in terms

of high or low visibility, conflict, concensas, etc.

4. orientation of individual board members toward teachers as employees

and as members of a union.

These four aspects of board orientation form one major basis for our

information gathering about the governance of the district.

The other questions involve the overall context of economic and political

factors in which the school exists and the conduct of the labor relation process

itself. The overall economic and political contexts are described through .infor-

mation gatored from newspapers and other documents, interviews with school

personnel and local residents, and census data. The conduct of the labor relations

process is examined by discussions with the principle actors, review of contracts

and related documents, detailed notes and records of the bargaining processes, and

external observations from local residents and newspaper accounts. In addftion

to these documentary sources and interviews; a survey of the district teaching

staff was conducted. The questions explored attitudes about the union, past

strikes and labor conflict, feelings toward the beard and administration, and

general militancy. Some of these results are included in this report. The last

principle source of information involves campaigns for positions on the school

board. Much of the governance dynamic described later hinges on the changes in

membership on the school board since the last election. Of the two school

board members discussed here, one was defeated in a bid for reelection on April

10. Thus the special conditions discussed below have changed.

Background

Centerville, Illinois is located in the outer fringe of the Chicago

metropolitan area, approximately 60 miles from the loop.* In the early

1960's, it was nearly all single-family living units; the total population

The identity of this community has been disl;uised to protect thocoofidentiality of sources.
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being 10,000. Factories and small family owned businesses dominate the

population center and the community is surrounded by farmland. The city

itself has a heritage that stems from the mid-1800's, and many families

have been around for several generations. Centerville is linked to Chicago

by rail and some people commute. The town, in the 60's, was predominantly

lower-middle to upper-middle class, with a few upper class people living-

just outside of town. Ihe area was solidly Republican and conservative,

but the area has become increasingly Democratic. The new apartment complexes

brought many low-income families into the town, many of whom receive public

aid. Many old families are still there, but they are less influential in

political affairs.

In the mid 1960's, Centerville had three school districts. One served

the 3,000 elementary age students within the city limits. There were three

grade schools with one having a junior high. The second district was very

similar (three elementary schools with one attached junior high), but the

schools were outside the city with a separate board and superintendent,

and served the rural community. The high school was located in the center

of town, and both junior high schools fed students to it. It comprised

the third district; its board included a mix of businessmen and farmers,

though dominated by businessmen. School board elections were seldom

contested, with most of the candidates being Lnown personally to much of

the population. Centerville is also the home of the Catholic High School

that serves the entire county. The elementary school staffs had a high

p%oportion of female teachers, with a few men found at the junior high

level. Ilost non-high sehr,o1 teachers were membdrs of the Cr-ntervilIe
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Education Association, CEA, an affiliate of the National Education

Association. Just over 507 of the high school teachers were members of

the Centerville Federation of Teachers, CFT, an affiliate of the American

Federation of Teachers. In 1966, the CFT teachers at the high school went

on a one-day strike for bargaining rights; the strike was successful.

The CFT bargained its first contract in 1966 with the high school board.

In 1967 the superinteadent of the high school left, and discussion began

concerning the possibility of forming a unit district, combining the three

existing ones. A new superintendent was hired in the high school district. In

1968, after considerable controversy, a referendum approvihg a unit district

was passed by the votes. The three separate boards were dismissed. A new

board was elected for the unit district, District 402, and the former high

school superintendent became the chief administrator.

With the unit district established, the CEA assumed bargaining rights,

since the CEA had the majority Of teachers in the unit district. The:e was

continuing competition between the two unions; both organizations continued to

gain members. The organizational split diminished the bargaining power of the

teachers. Consequently the CEA was unable to achieve its objectives in

negotiations.

About the same time a fairly new resident of the community, Mr. D.,

began to write ictcers to the editor of the loc:-.1 paper critici,-1;og the

local schools and the superintendent. He was joined frequently in the protest

by other residents advocating lower expenditures or criticising the admini'

strLiui oi the school system. There is evidence of generally increasing local

8



participation in school governance and an increasing amount of unrest

among some citizens, mostly new residents.

In 1973 Mr. D. was elected to the board of education by a very narrow

margin; he became a dissident and highly vocal member of the board.

Negotiations became much more heated as Mr. D joined the bargaining team

and spoke for himself and thu "taxpayers." In May of 1974 the teachers became

so frustrated with. their weak position and the board's position in bargaining

that they formed a merger of the two teacher groups. The merger group became

known as the Centerville Teachers Confederation(CTC) took over the

bargaining in 1974.

Governance Process

One of the dominant features of the school governance system in Centerville

is the nature of the school board itself and its relationship with the super-

intendent. The Board itself has been divided on a consistent 5-2 basis since

the 1974 election. In that election another new board member, Mr. M., who

consistently sides with Mr. D., was chosen. Their presence has been a

dominant feature of most of the governance and bargaining issues since then.

The situation is quite simj.lar to that described by Iannacoone and Lutz:

Individuals who defeat incumbents may or may not begin with
the intention of struggling with the superintendent. However,
since the superintendent is a key figure in establishing
educational policies and goals that the new member seeks to
change, the new member is likely to find that his chief
opponent is the superintendent.13

This accurately describes the Centurville situation. The primary difference

being that instead of one new board member, there are two. From the

description of several of the main ;.;overnance issues below, it will be dice-
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that the battle between these two board members and the superintendent is

a central feature of both the labor relations and control processes of the

system.

These two new members do not, on the basis of election results,

represent a strong community feeling of opposition to the existing school

board policies. Because the field of candidates for the Board was large,

it was possible for both new members to be elected with a rather small

percentage on the vote. The fact that they have seldom been able to recruit

any of the other board members to side with them on important issues suggests

that the level of support for their position is low in the majority of the

community. Nonetheless, their impact on school affairs has been substantial.

The two board members in question did not appear to come onto the board

as a coalition, although it seems they both come as opponents to existing

policies. One of the new members was elected from a distinct section of the

district, campaigning on the basis of better representation for this particular

constituency. The second new member ran as a "reform" or "taxpayer's"

candidate, but does not seem to represent any particular geographical

constituency. In the period soon after their elect, the new members were

not a conslstent minority faction on the board. But one series ef events

resulted in an alliance which produces a pattern of 5-2 votes on most

school board issues. Those events were the nev,otiutions for tile 1975

contract. o.lw members represented the board on the negotiating team.

The 1974-75 Neotiations

The structure of the board negotiation team for these negotiations is

a reflection of the basic style of operation. The team was composed of a

10
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professional negotiator, the superintendent, and two board members.

In spite of a considerable body of advice against such a decision, the

superintendent and board agreed to board members on the negotiations

team. The best explanation offered for this is that those two members

were eager to participate. Given the rather laissez faire style of the

board, the newcomers were allowed to take a place on the team. That

structural decision has lead to several important consequences for both

the labor relations and overall administration for the period of the

negotiations and to date.

The process of the negotiations was affected both by some important

substantive issues between the.board and teachers (mainly salary and teacher

evaluation), and by the behavior of the negotiators themselvesparticularly

the Board team. cThcir actions certainly do not account for all the conflict,

but do appear to be an important factor. When there are tough substantive

matters on the table, it is even more important that the negotiators be

skillful and well organized, and make every effort to reach agreement.

One critical event shows that among the new board members this was not

the case.

In 1974, the negotiations had been proceeding for close to six

months. One of the critical issues still to be resolved was the salary

package for the new contract. During this sensitive time Mr. D inserted into

the negotiatio!.s what has been called the "dog food speech." A CTO-prepared

transcript of the negotiotions has a verbatim account:



L.0 me wny a scnool teacher-is a super citizen
and should not suffer the pangs of inflation? They are goingto suffer forever. You are not going to be whole at my expense.You tell me why a teacher is different. You are not going tohave the taxpayers cut and keep your standard of living up.You would be surprised at some of the people I have been talkingto on the phone, and I don't think you would like me to mentionnames. You are going to get just as hungry as the rest of thepeople. When you get that through your head you will get acontract. Get off and try eating dog food like the rest of thepeople here.

10

The effect of such a provocative statement by a member of both the board and

negotiations team was quite predictable. It became very difficult for the

teachers to settle an agreemeat without some sort of militant action to save face

and restore what they retexred to as "teacher dignity." That translated into a

strike.

As far as the teachers are concerned, the restoration of di?;nity was the

major reason for the resulting strike. In a survey the teachers were asked to

rate the importance of various causes of the strike. The results for the salary

and dignity issue are shown in Table I. It is clear that while salary was

TABLE I

Percent

Issue

of Teachers

not very
important

Rating Importance

Rating

of Strike Issues

very
important

fairly
important

Dignity

n=140
9% 5% 86%

Salary 12% 16% 727. n=140

an important concern, it was ectipod hy divitty os h cowte of the strike. That

becomos even more cle:Lr hen the answi.trs to the importan,:e of dignity arc divided

according to c.fn..::her or not the respodent participat.2d in the strike. Those

results are shown in Table lT.

1 2



TABLE II

Percent of Teachers Rating Importance of Dignity as Cause of Strike

Participated in
Strike

yes

no

Rating

not very fairly very
impnrtant important important

7% 2% 91%

19% 19% 627,

11.

n=119

n=21

Even among the nonstriking teachers dignity was an important issue. But the

strength of feeling among the strikers is impressive indeed.

A single speech, regardless of how inflamatory, is usually not

sufficient to precipitate a strike or other serious manifestation of

conflict unless there arc contributing factors. In these particular

negotiations the other factors were indeed present. It is useful to

trace the events leading up to the break-off of negotiations and ensuing

strike to show how the factors are related.

The 1974-75 negotiations had been long, but rather productive up to

the events of early October. From the beginning of the negotiations in

May there had been considerable progress in approving a long and rather

complex contract. Powever, there was some residual dissatisfaction among

the teachers from the previous contract, and problems during the present

barga4ning on issues of salary and merit pay. Teachers had pnblicly sad

they yore "screwed" in the last negotiations and were displeased with t.11

school baard pushing the merit pay issue as a ;Iajor paint in the current

talks. So vhile approvieA the rest of the contract had been relatively

strailhtforward, there was little reason to believe tbe salary packae

would be easy. To conboond matters, there was to be a district referendum

13
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on additions to the high school in October. Both sides had expressed the

belief that the community would refuse the bond issue and that the school

system would be in some financial difficulty, even before knowing the

results of the negotiations. It was not much of a surprise, therefore,

when the board's "final" offer in the negotiations of September 28, was

rejected by the teachers negotiators. The union's negotiation team said

they could not recommend the package to their members. Tbey scheduled a

meeting for the afternoon of Wednesday, October 2, to take a strike vote;

a strike was authorized by a large margin.

Following the strike vote there was an evening negotiations

session. At that session the teacher negotiators made clear that they could

not accept the board's position and that a strike was near. The board team

proposed a mediator be brought in, but the teachers refused. There was some

small movement of thc teachers salary position. Then Mr. D made his "dog

food" speech. Surprisingly, the talks continued, but after six hours they

were still too Lir apart. The session adjourned and a strike began the

next day (Thursday) with picket lines at all schools. A copy.of the "dog

food" speech was circulated to the teachers by the CTC.

The Board's response to the strike was to keep the schools open

Chrovv,..:h the use of substitutes, take legal action against the teachers, and

threaten dismissal of all strikers. These actions were taken immediately.

A list of substitutes from a large area around the di,!;trict was already

prepired and fv.1 to use. On the first day of the strike the board sought

an injuction aainst the strikers. They also began preparing letters of

dis,7issal for the individual teachers. There vas a procedural flaw in th

process of seekin;r, an injunction, se a new hearin:, was set for the following

14
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Monday, Therefore the teachers had two days without legal action in

which to beLjn the strike. On Saturday, October 5, the board mailed the

dismissal letters, threatening to dismiss any teacher which did not report

for work on Tuesday, October 8. The effec of these tactics was to force

the teachers to accept mediation. On condition that negotiations would

continue with the assistance of a mediator, the judge did not enforce the

injunction. Monday, October 7, the teachers agreed to ret'urn to work the

ne;:t- day and a contract was signed on October 8.

In terms of the salary component of the final agreement, the strike

was somewhat successful for the teachers. The salary terms agreed to by

the board were more than those in the final offer just preceeding the

strike. However, the board was able to maintain its insistance on some

merit-based components of the salary schedule. And the site of the overall

salat-y package was approximately 91/2 per cent, well below the 12 per cent the

teachers expected. Because the strike itself was so short, it could not

be called a thorough test of strength of the two parties. But it does

appear thac the teachers ability to withstand a full range of board

anti-strike tactics is limited. The teachers felt there was little

support fur tileir cause in the community. Teachers tended to feel that

the board's dismissal threat was genuine, and the injuction was taken

quite serious7y. liavin2; once refused mediation over the board's "final"

salary offc!r, the teachers werta forced to change their position and

resume ne:;o:7iatiens. Tirls it was a concession by the teachers, in the

face ol,Leavy onrd prsere, which was the basis for resnmini; veptiations.
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This strongly stiests that the teachers were in a weak position and

would not be sucessful in a long strike. However, since the strike

demonstrated that the confederation could at least launch a concerted

action, there was some strategic gain by the union.

Our purpose here is not to explain the strilt.e in any definitive way,

but it is useful to look at alternative explanations as evidence of the

relationships between the board and superintendent. The first question has

to do with the board's tough bargaining position on salary. That position

was certainly one of the chief causes of the impasse. So we must inquire

whether it was a result of true financial exigencies, or some other cause.

The financial condition of the school system does not support the idea

that the bargaining position was a fiscal necessity. Just two years after

the strike the Loard had accumulated a financial surplus sufficient to begin

a $ 650,000 ddition to the high school without a bond issue. This

surplus was already started during the 1974-75 negotiations. And there had

not been a tax inrease for several years. So there did not seem to be a

clear fiscal reason for the board's actions.

Another eplanation is more plausible. An examination of the reports

of the negotiations show the two new board members taking a consistently

hard line on costs. They were elected to the board in part on a cost-saving

platform and carried tilat objective into the negotiations. Notes from

the ne,:otiations show numerous comments by D clearly reeniorcing the

hard iiscal This position is also consistent with actions of these

two boacd membrs on other financial matters in open hoard meetings. They

consitentiv cha 1. .e e.,:penditures, from lary,e to ilini!:cule amounts, and

1 6
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press for economies in all areas of operation. This seems to be a

stronger influence on the board's bargaining position than. any

objective fiscal constraint.

The 1974-75 negotiations provide one clear example of how one

or two board members can, under certain circumstances, strongly affect

the conduct of labor relations and other school affairs. To show the

overlap between labOr relations and other aspects of the governance

process we turn attention to other areas of the school operations. One

clear example is the dispute over the high school accreditation report.

The North Central Report

In 1975 the high school was visited by a team from the North

Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools, a voluntary

accreditation organization which accredits high school and higher

education associations in the Midwest (one of four regional accreditation

agencies). Accreditation is important since most colleges and universities

do not accept high school diplomas from non-accredited secondary schools.

So while the North Central Association (NCA) has no legal status, its

evaluation process is critical to a school system.

One of the NCA standards calls for clear delineation between

board of education and administrative proce44kp
. U1Woard

members are not to involve themselves in the administration of the

school without explicit approval of the whole board. This criterion

provided a point of contention between the administration and board

ro,:,whir D.

i 7
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Producing the report of an NCA accreditation involves a

sign off by the administrators of the school system. The principal

of the high school was thus required to indicate by his signature

that he accepted the report of the visitation team. The principal

refused to sign on the grounds that the report was untrue in the

area of board interference in administrative affairs. There were

several documented instances of a board member (Mr. D ) initiating

offical contact directly with the principal without the approval of

the superintendent or board. In the principal's view this was failure

meet the NCA criterion. He would therefore not sign a report which

said the school did meet that criterion. Without the principal's

signature the board had to make special provisions to forward the

report to NCA and risk loss of accreditation.

This issue prompted a lengthy dispute, involving several newspaper

articles, editorials, and extended board meetings. The board member argued
that since the NCA had no legal standing, the board and its members could do

whatever they pleased and continue to take the individual actions they

thought to be in the best interest of the school system. In this case

the framework for the NCA visitation and accreditation process gave

the individual board members access to a critical decision or action

of the school system. Thus an individnil or minority faction of the

board could exercise influence out of 2::portion to their membership

on the board.
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The dispute over the NCA report gave the new board members

opportunity to bring public attention to sections of the report which

were unflattering to the superintendent. Each time the issue of the

report came up in board meeting or news media, the opportunity was there

to further embarrass the superintendent. These opportunities were seldom

missed.

In this case, an individual board member was fairly successful in

using an existing arrangement for promoting and publicizing an objective.

There is another, less successful, example of the same process. That

involves the decision of the board to use the accumulated surplus to

renovate and add to the high school building.

The Budget Surplus

During the period of 1968 to 1975 the board accumulated a surplus

of $1,200,000 from state aid revenues. There had been some dispute

over the legality of such an accumulation. But the opinion of the Illinois

Office of Education was that it was permissible. During the 1975-76 school

year the board voted, 5-2, to transfer part of the surplus to the building

fund for work on the high school. The board proceeded to advertise for

bids on the construction work, while the new board members sought to

block the action, first by public appeals through tha newspaper, then

by legal action against the board itself.

In the legal complaint, the new mew,ers a..7gued that the construction

was illegal with9nt a referendum, and that the ar.cumulation and transfer

of the surplus funds was i lleal as well. The case was heard in the

1 9
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state circuit (trial) court in March of 1976. An opinion was expected

in early April.

The timing of the opinion was important in light of the election

of school board members scheduled for April 10. Mr. D. was one of the

board members up for reelection, as well as one of the plaintiffs in

the suit. A ruling in favor of the plaintiffs would be a strong boost

to their claims of illegal board action as well as to their campaign for

reelection. As it turned out both the suit and the campaign were

unsuccessful. Just one week before the election, the Circuit Court

ruled in favor of the Boa-rd on all parts of the complaint, and there

appears to be no attempt on the part of Mr. D. and Mr. M.to appeal.

It is not possible to tell how important that court niling was in the

voting, but Mr. D. ran seventh on a field of eight candidates, well out

of contention for the two available board seats.

The Governance-Bargaining Interaction: Some Generalizations

The time period of interest in this study includes a major

realignment in the labor reiations of a school system through the

restructuring of the union, and the presence on the board of a small,

divisive faction acring consistently against the superintendent. So

it may be true that the specific events and relationships observed are

extreme examples. But there seem to be sufficent parallels between

this situazjon and most other school systems to suggest some

generalizations worth pursuing. This section outlines the main ones

gro.Ang out of these o:)servations.

2 0
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The three sections of school governance described above--bargaining,

accreditation, and fiscal decisionmaking--are to a large degree vulnerable

processes. That is, the structure of decisionmaking allows for the

intervention by a relatively small minority of the official participants

to have a strong, or even decisive influence. In the bargaining, one

member of the board. was able to gain access to the bargaining team and

exert a strong influence. It is relatively easy to see how the process of

accreditation and fiscal decisionmaking of the board are vulnerable in

these terms. Because accredftation is based on consensus over goals and

adherence to several unambiguous standards, a few parties could disrupt

the consensus or fail to achieve the goals. Thus while most of the

school system fits the accreditation standards, a small part could be

divergent. The fiscal decisions of the board are always open to

litigation. Since the courts are explicitly designed to guard minority

interests, that route is always open for dissent or divergence, it is

not as clear, however, why the bargaining process should be as

vulnerable as these other aspects of governance. That question is worth

closer attention.

The vulnerability of District 402 bargaining grows, it appears,

out of two major characteristics of the process: one in bargaining, one

in governance. It is well established that one key element of the

bargainini; power of either of the parties is the fact, or at least the

convincing appearance of solidarity. In strategic terms the value is

clear; th credibility of a throat is directly related to the patties'

power to bind themsolves to act. Without solidarity the threat becomes

21
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a hollow gesture. Consequently, intraorganizational bargaining is

as important on the board side as for the teachers. If one small

component of the board is determined to maintain itself as a vo,;al

opposition, it is a constant threat to the solidarity of the management

team. When that voca ?. faction is at the same time openly provocative

and abusive toward the teachers, it not only disrupts the solidarity

of the management side, but increases the cohesiveness of the teachers

at the same time. Without the "dog food" speech, it is doubtful that

the teachers would have been as unified on dignity as an issue as was

shown in the survey. When the dissident board member or members are on

the negotiation team and have access to the full process, their power

to influence events is greatly increased. Since the superintendent

and board majority are responsible for the success of the bargaining,

the minority faction can, if it chooses, disrupt the process to discredit

the rest of the administration. Thus the bargaining structure in this

case is particularly vulnerable.

But that finding leads directly to the question of how the

governance process could allow the small faction of the board to attain

this position of influence in the bargaining process. For an answer

to that question we must look to three aspects of the governance process:

(1) the ideological base of school politics, (2) the style of decisionmaking,

and (3) voluntary nature of school board membei:ship. The ideological

aspects of school _.,overnance of interest here are the anti-politics

bias, and the trusteeship orientation of school bo;tra members. The

nni-politics bias is the stron,;;ly held feelinf; that: schools are and
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should be kept apart from politics, unsullied by the crass concerns'

of professional politicians. Thus school electioas are nonpartisan,

studiously avoided by the parties and other elected officials and

conducted usually in a highminded, public service atmosphere.

One important consequence is that the persons on boards are

largely assumed to be serving in the public interest, and tend,

according to Jennings and Ziegler, to view themselves as trustees.

A trustee is one who acts on the basis of principal and good judgment

rather than to represent any particular constituency or point of view.

To further add to the trustee image, board members serve without pay

and arc usually drawn from the civic elite of a community. The

consequences for governance of this pattern are to add substantial,

and often spurious, legitimacy to the actions of anyone who sits on a

school board. That is, they are assumed to act in the public interest

unless proven otherW.se. There is, thus, usually an absence of the

checks and balances present in other forms of government to guard

against the self- or special interest motivations which are assumed

for other elected officials. This lack of checks and balances is

particularly obvious in District 402. The board itself has no apparent

mechanism for handling the disruptive behavior of individual members,

or enforcing the majority intent without serious protest or delay from

a small minority. This is in part due to the personal style of the

president of the board, and part to the suporintendent's unwillingness

to confront or chalien!%e individual bonrd monh.,tr:; in lEuetings.
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Because rhe board members are volunteers, and usually civic elite,

another factor is important: they are often pressed for time. Board

affairs can be very time consuming, especially negotiations. This is

particularly important in District 402 since Mr. D's occupation

allowed large amount of time to spend on school board affairs and permitted

him to volunteer for the negotiations team. Thus he could make a logical

case for serving on the team. Since the ideology assumes he serves in

the public intrest, that sort of logic cao be persuasive, especially

since the other board members are less able to afford the heavy time

commitment involved in bargaining. Given these factors it is easy to see

how Mk. D and Mr. M could have been allowed on the negotiations team.

The conflict between the new board members and the superintendent

introduces another element of governance interacting with the bargaining

process. There is good reason to believe that public sector bargaining

tends to be multilateral, especially where the administrative arm of the

agency is somewhat separated from the elected or policy arm. The union

can then work with the administration and board separately to some

degree, so there is in fact a three-way bargaining process. This

mechanism provides yet another opportunity for a board member to work

against an administrator.

Thus the administrator cam. be caught between the erosion of autonomy

represented by the contract on one side, and the encroachment of the

board on administrative matters on the other. In one conversation the

District 402 superintendent described bargaining as a process where

"the board always loses." In this situation it was not clear how that

2 4
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could be, since it was clear that relative to the superintendent, the

bo.,cd was gaining more control of the day-to-day operations of the

system. So we concluded that what he meant was that the superintendent

always loses--either to the teachers or to the board itself.

Vulnerability and Consensus

In trying to summarize the interaction of governance with bargaining,

as observe in this case, two dimensions seem most relevant: (1) the degree

of consensus in the governance system, and (2) the degree of vulnerability

in the governance structure. The degree of consensus would be relatively

straightforward to describe in terms of votes of the board, support of

the superintendent on his or her proposals, contract renewal, etc.

The vulnerability of the structure could be expressed in terms of explicit

checks and balances among contending powers, such as clear procedural

rules or patterns of control process in board meetings, control of agenda,

control of appointment of committees, negotiations teams, control of

information flows by the superintendent or board president, autocratic

superintendent behavior, etc. While there are probably interaction effects

between these two characteristics of schools, consider for discussion

that they are independent dimensions. We can then describe a rough 2x2

typology of governance or bargaining systems as shown in Figure A.
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In this figure conflict includes bz-rgaining and other disputes or

competition in other aspects of governance. The nature and level of

conflict in bargaining and other forms of governance should be relat.'

to the degree of consensus and vulnerability of t!:le structure, as she

above. District 02 falls in the low consensus, high vulnerability area

of the typology. The structure and style of the bargaining process and

the rest of governance are clearly vulnerable in the terms described

above. When a disruption of consensus occurs in such a system by One

introduction of dissident board members, conflict should be high and

persistent. If the main dissident board member is replaced by one in

agreement with the rest, District 402 should shift to a lower, but still

appreciable conflict level, since its high vulnerability allows even

a small disturbance to strongly affect the system. If changes in

administrative or board procedures were to reduce the vulnerability

of the structure, the district could move toward very low conflict mode

of oparation. Such changes could include removing board members from the

2 6
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negotiations team, giving the superintendent more control over

bargaining information and process, or providing clear control of

board procedure through rules. These same changes could reduce the

conflict level even if consensus remains low, thus District 402

would be closer to the low consensus, low vulnerability section of the

matrix.

The hypothesis implicit in this construction is that the amount of

conflict manifest in the governance (or bargaining) (. a school system

is jointly determined by the ilunt-of consensus and the presence of

mechanisms to control or suppress dissensus. Thus there should be

directly observable relationships between the structural characteristics

of governance (and bargaining) and the level and persistence of conflict

in the process. The fact that bargaining in schools tendF. toward a three-

way interaction among board, superintendent, and teachers, is an increase

in the vulnerability in the overall governance structure. That is to say,

there are more opportunities for participation by small factions in the

decision and control process. Therefore, unless there is a concomitant

shift Loward lower vulnerability, just the onset of bargaining should lead

to more open conflict, both in labor relations and the rest of the school

governance process. Conversely, the deL,,ree of consensus or vulnerability

in the governance process should then effect the ease with which bargaining

produces a workable agreement.

These are the interactions sti8gestcd by the ease. We do not sugest

that this is in any way a complete treatment of the ways in which

bargainin;; and ;.;overnance interact. Instead, this sngests three
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variables---conflict, vulnerability, and consensus--which bridge

across both bargaining and the rest of the school governance process.

By continued tudy of these variables and their interaction we believe

that both a better understanding and better functioning of the bargaining

process will result.
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